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Genesis  12:1-4a
Romans 4:1-5, 13-17

John 3:1-17

“The gift of sight”

• Like many of you, I have to wear contacts or glasses, and have since the 
sixth grade
• According to a very scientific google search, I’m not alone- almost 75% of 

Americans wear glasses or contacts 1
• And I will never forget that day- I had no idea my vision was bad.
• When it changes slowly over time, you just assume that everyone sees the 

same way you do, that it is normal
• Never mind the philosophical question of whether normal exists, or if we 

can truly ever see as someone else does
• But my parents realized something was amiss when I could no longer see 

what channel the TV was set to
• I had a vision exam, was fitted with glasses, and when I put them on for the 

first time, the doctor told me to look out the window and tell me how it looks
• I was stunned! The first words out of my mouth were, “I can see the leaves 

on that tree!”
• Whereas before they were nothing but green blobs, now I could see 

individual leaves moving in the breeze
• It felt like nothing short of a miracle- and how crazy was it that I had no 

idea my vision was anything but ideal
• Every year after that seemed to bring a stronger prescription, to the point 

that I could not see my watch without my glasses or contacts
• So I decided to have LASIK, and had another similar experience
• Immediately after the procedure, while the vision was still a little blurry, 

immediately I could see the clock on the wall and tell the time
• This becomes quite an easy metaphor for life and faith, I think
• Growing accustomed to seeing the world as we do, with the lenses we 

have been given

 http://glassescrafter.com/information/percentage-population-wears-glasses.html1
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• Unaware that there might be leaves and other things out there we just 
simply do not yet see

• I think that this is the message Jesus was trying to convey to Nicodemus in 
our reading from John this morning

• God’s kingdom is right in front of you, if you only know how to look.
• There are a couple of clues in the gospel that lead me to this conclusion

• First off, in the second verse of this chapter, Nicodemus comes to Jesus by 
night

• Not only is this possibly a description of the time of day, but it is certainly a 
description of Nicodemus himself2

• He is in darkness, cannot see, and does not understand.  
• Perhaps even hoping to hid under the cover of darkness so that he is not 

truly seen
• I imagine him hearing about Jesus from his friends, trying to dismiss it from 

his mind, but being unsuccessful
• Laying there unable to sleep (DST JOKE) pondering who Jesus might be, 

and if there is something to this that he simply cannot see.
• He comes to Jesus shrouded in darkness and confesses that he believes 

Jesus is sent from God.
• Many wonder if Nicodemus is genuine here, or maybe being diplomatic, 

maybe he is simply curious and wanted to learn more3

• What happens next is an odd place in the story, however, because 
Nicodemus never actually asks Jesus a question

• He says he has seen the signs, and he knows Jesus is from God
• Yet Jesus seems to hone in on the real question in Nicodemus’ heart
• Jesus begins telling him how he can see the kingdom of God
• It is not visible to the naked eye of the flesh, but yet it is all around
• Jesus compares it to the wind- it blows unseen, yet we feel and hear the 

effects of it
• That, Jesus says, is like the kingdom of God and everyone who is born 

from above.
• I am sure it is no surprise to anyone here that Jesus’ famous line is loaded 

with multiple meanings
• Jesus has a wonderful way of communicating multiple things through one 

word or phrase

 Marion Soards, Preaching the RCL: Year A, Lent/Easter, 472

 http://leftbehindandlovingit.blogspot.com/2014/03/water-flesh-spirit-wind-breath-newborns.html3
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• You must be born from above…
• He uses the Greek word An-o-then  , which is translated “born from 4 5

above” in this New Revised Standard Version
• It also has two other possible meanings: born again, which you can find in 

the King James Version Bible
• And also “born anew”, which finds itself in the American Standard Version6

• All are correct in a direct translation sense
• Nicodemus understands it literally as to be born again, and asks in what I 

have always heard as a sarcastic tone, 
• “Can you enter a second time into your mother’s womb?… How can what 

you are saying be true?!”
• Jesus patiently clarifies: born from above, born anew, born of the spirit
• Just like our first birth, where we entered the world and saw everything for 

the first time
• Being born of the Spirit we enter the same world and see things that had 

been there all along, but had gone unnoticed before
• We begin seeing what is right in front of us as God might see it, rather than 

how we have been seeing
• Like multiple transparencies overlaid on one of those old projectors
• This is what happens when a new light begins illuminating and coloring our 

perceptions of the world around us
• Like me, I am sure you have heard this particular quote from Jesus repeated 

many times by many Christians
• At one point in the recent past, you could watch almost any sporting event 

and see a John 3:16 sign in the crowd
• Less so today, perhaps

• It is an amazing, if familiar, passage- I remember memorizing it as a kid in 
the KJV
• “For God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten son
• “that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting 

life.”

 http://www.searchgodsword.org/lex/grk/view.cgi?number=5094

 Gail R. O’Day, “John” in The New Interpreter’s Bible, Vol. 9: Luke John, ed. Leander E. Keck, et. 5

al. (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1995), 549-50., quoted by Robert Hoch at http://
www.workingpreacher.org/preaching.aspx?commentary_id=1979

 http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John%203%3A3&version=NIV;KJV;NRSVA;ASV6
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• And the very next verse: “For God sent not his Son into the world to 
condemn the world; but that the world through him might be saved.”
• God’s on a rescue mission- no one left behind.  

• To be born anew and from above, to be a part of this hidden yet 
permeating Kingdom of God
• It requires of us only to believe.

• We don’t have to understand it all
• Or mentally assent to a particular creed or faith statement
• Believing here is more about trusting.  It is about abiding within.
• Marcus Borg in his book The God We Never Knew says that what Jesus 

requires of us is that: 
• “in a very general sense the belief that there’s something to all of this”7

• Believing is to trust that God is working in us and the world around us, 
even when it is not visible to the naked eye

• One of the benefits to being born again is everlasting life, the promise that 
after we die we go on to be with God

• But that is only the beginning! 
• We also inherit Eternal life in addition to everlasting life.
• Eternal life- life with the Eternal- a life with God- even while we still walk 

this earth8

• A life of the Spirit, in the here and now, seeing the world illumined by the 
light of Christ

• Revealing things we never noticed before
• Everything changes when how we see is changed- we are changed by it

• Take Abraham for example, from our Genesis reading, although he was 
Abram at this point in the story

• He was called by God to leave everything he knew and was familiar and 
start out on a journey of faith before God had revealed the destination

• Paul tells us that Abraham believed God, trusted in God
• Abraham began seeing the world differently and through eyes that had 

been born anew
• And it was that belief, that trust, that deepened his relationship to God and 

allowed him to take that step of faith into the unknown

 Marcus Borg, Quoted by Kate Huey, at http://www.ucc.org/worship/samuel/march-20-2011-second-sunday-7

in-lent-1.html

 http://processandfaith.org/resources/lectionary-commentary/yeara/2014-03-16/second-sunday-lent8
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• I bet Paul saw a little of Abraham’s faith journey in his own life 9
• He too was asked to leave everything familiar: his faith, friends, and home, 

to go where God needed him.
• Abraham was sent out to be a blessing to everyone around him
• A conduit for God’s grace
• Paul says it is the same for us
• We believe, we trust, we begin seeing the God’s kingdom in the world 

around us
• We are a means of blessing as well

• When we believe, when we begin to trust that there is something to all of 
this, as Borg says
• When we start to see the world a little differently…
• The blinders taken off, the prescription for our eye glasses perfected
• Things that were once invisible now stick out and are we are no longer 

able to overlook them
• I think that light first shines on us, revealing our own sins and our great 

need for God
• It helps us repent, to turn around, and to change the parts of our lives that 

keep us separated from God
• Certainly something we need during this Lenten season
• I believe the light of Christ seen by believers also illumines the injustices in 

our world
• We begin to see Christ in all persons, and cannot turn a blind eye when 

another person is discriminated against
• Or treated unfairly
• Or not given the same opportunities

• When we begin to see others in the same light that God sees them, we 
cannot help but respond differently than before

• It is all right there waiting to be seen
• All we have to do is believe, trust, and to be born of the Spirit from above.
• To risk seeing things we have overlooked.
• The gift of sight bestowed on all who in faith ask for it.  

Amen.

 Israel Kamudzandu, http://www.workingpreacher.org/preaching.aspx?commentary_id=20519
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